
“Heat and Mass Transfer”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Introduction

Heat Conduction: One Dimensional Applications

Topic : Introduction

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Analogies between heat, mass, and momentum transfer

 Understand Conduction

 Learn the concept of Convection, radiation and heat exchangers.

Definition/Overview:

Heat transfer: Heat Transfer is the transition of thermal energy from a heated item to a cooler

item. When an object or fluid is at a different temperature than its surroundings or another object,

transfer of thermal energy, also known as heat transfer, or heat exchange, occurs in such a way

that the body and the surroundings reach thermal equilibrium. Heat transfer always occurs from a

hot particle to a cold one, a result of the second law of thermodynamics. Where there is a

temperature difference between objects in proximity, heat transfer between them can never be

stopped; it can only be slowed down. Thermal energy is conducted well by metals such as

copper, platinum, gold, iron, etc.
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Mass Transfer: Mass transfer is the phrase commonly used in engineering for physical

processes that involve molecular and convective transport of atoms and molecules within

physical systems. Mass transfer includes both fluid flow and separation unit operations. Some

common examples of mass transfer processes are the evaporation of water from a pond to the

atmosphere; the diffusion of chemical impurities in lakes, rivers, and oceans from natural or

artificial point sources; mass transfer is also responsible for the separation of components in an

apparatus such as a distillation column. In HVAC examples of a heat and mass exchangers are

cooling towers and evaporative coolers where evaporation of water cools that portion which

remains as a liquid, as well as cooling and humidifying the air passing through.

The driving force for mass transfer is a difference in concentration; the random motion of

molecules causes a net transfer of mass from an area of high concentration to an area of low

concentration. The amount of mass transfer can be quantified through the calculation and

application of mass transfer coefficients. Mass transfer finds extensive application in chemical

engineering problems, where material balance on components is performed.

Key Points:

1. Analogies between heat, mass, and momentum transfer

It is important to note that in molecular transport, heat, or mass there are many similarities. The

molecular diffusion equations of Newton for momentum, Fourier law for heat, and Fick for mass

are very similar. Therefore there are many analogies among these three molecular transport

processes. A great deal of effort has been devoted in the literature to developing analogies among

these three transport processes for turbulent transfer so as to allow prediction of one from any of

the others. Reynolds analogy assumes that the turbulent diffusivities are all equal and that the
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molecular diffusivities of momentum (μ/ρ) and mass (DAB) are negligible compared to the

turbulent diffusivities. When liquids are present and/or drag is present the analogy is not valid.

Other analogies, such as von Karman's and Prandtl's, usually results in poor relations. The most

successful and most widely used analogy is the Chilton and Colburn J-factor analogy. This

analogy is based on experimental data for gases and liquids in both the laminar and turbulent

regions. Although it is based on experimental data, it can be shown to satisfy the exact solution

derived from laminar flow over a flat plate.

2. Conduction

Conduction is the transfer of heat by direct contact of particles of matter. The transfer of energy

could be primarily by elastic impact as in fluids or by free electron diffusion as predominant in

metals or phonon vibration as predominant in insulators. In other words, heat is transferred by

conduction when adjacent atoms vibrate against one another, or as electrons move from atom to

atom. Conduction is greater in solids, where atoms are in constant contact. In liquids (except

liquid metals) and gases, the molecules are usually further apart, giving a lower chance of

molecules colliding and passing on thermal energy. Heat conduction is directly analogous to

diffusion of particles into a fluid, in the situation where there are no fluid currents. This type of

heat diffusion differs from mass diffusion in behaviour, only in as much as it can occur in solids,

whereas mass diffusion is mostly limited to fluids. Metals (eg. copper) are usually the best

conductors of thermal energy. This is due to the way that metals are chemically bonded: metallic

bonds (as opposed to covalent or ionic bonds) have free-moving electrons and form a crystalline

structure, greatly aiding in the transfer of thermal energy. If you put a metal spoon in a cup of hot

chocolate, then the hot chocolate wouldn't be as hot because the metal spoon conducts the heat,

and gets it out of the hot chocolate.

As density decreases so does conduction. Therefore, fluids (and especially gases) are less

conductive. This is due to the large distance between atoms in a gas: fewer collisions between

atoms means less conduction. Conductivity of gases increases with temperature but only slightly
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with pressure near and above atmospheric. To quantify the ease with which a particular medium

conducts, engineers employ the thermal conductivity, also known as the conductivity constant or

conduction coefficient, k. In thermal conductivity k is defined as "the quantity of heat, Q,

transmitted in time (t) through a thickness (L), in a direction normal to a surface of area (A), due

to a temperature difference (ΔT) [...]." Thermal conductivity is a material property that is

primarily dependent on the medium's phase, temperature, density, and molecular bonding. A heat

pipe is a passive device that is constructed in such a way that it acts as though it has extremely

high thermal conductivity. Transient Conduction vs. steady state conduction. Steady state

conduction is the form of conduction which happens when the temperature difference is constant,

so that an equlibration time, the spatial distribution of temperatures in an object does not change

(for example, a bar may be cold at one end and hot at the other, but the gradient of temperatures

along the bar do not change with time). There also exist situations wherein the temperature drop

or raise occurs more drastically, such as when a hot copper ball is dropped into oil at a low

temperature, and the interest is in analysing the spatial change of temperature in the object over

time. This mode of heat conduction can be referred to as unsteady mode of conduction or

transient conduction. Analysis of these systems is more complex and (except for simple shapes)

calls in for the application of approximation theories.

Lumped System Analysis. A common approximation in transient conduction, which may be used

whenever heat conduction within an object is much faster than heat conduction across the

boundary of the object, is Lumped system analysis. This is a method of approximation that

suitably reduces one aspect of the transient conduction system (that within the object) to an

equivalent steady state system (that is, it is assumed that the temperature within the object is

completely uniform, although its value may be changing in time). In this method, a term known

as the Biot number is calculated, which is defined as the ratio of resistance to heat transfer across

the object's boundary with a uniform bath of different temperature, to the conductive heat

resistance within the object. When the thermal resistance to heat transferred into the object is less

than the resistance to heat being diffused completely within the object, the Biot number is small,

and the approximation of spacially uniform temperature within the object can be used. As this is

a mode of approximation, the Biot number must be less than 0.1 for accurate approximation and
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heat transfer analysis. Even if the Biot number is not less than 0.1, analysis can be continued, but

the accuracy of the result reduces. This mode of analysis has been applied to forensic sciences to

analyse the time of death of humans. Also it can be applied to HVAC (heating, ventilating and

air-conditioning, or building climate control), to ensure more nearly instantaneous effects of a

change in comfort level setting.

3. Convection

Convection is transfer of heat by movement of a heated fluid. Unlike the case of pure

conduction, now currents in fluids are additionally involved in convection. This movement

occurs into a fluid or within a fluid, and cannot happen in solids. In solids, molecules keep their

relative position to such an extent that bulk movement or flow is prohibited, and therefore

convection does not occur. In natural convection a fluid surrounding a heat source receives heat,

becomes less dense and rises. The surrounding, cooler fluid then moves to replace it. This cooler

fluid is then heated and the process continues, forming a convection current. The driving force

for natural convection is buoyancy, a result of differences in fluid density when gravity or any

type of acceleration is present in the system. Forced convection, by contrast, occurs when pumps,

fans or other means are used to propel the fluid and create an artificially induced convection

current. Forced heat convection is sometimes referred to as heat advection, or sometimes simply

advection for short. But advection is a more general process, and in heat advection, the substance

being "advected" in the fluid field is simply heat (rather than mass, which is the other natural

component in such situations, as mass transfer and heat transfer share generally the same

equations). In some heat transfer systems, both natural and forced convection contribute

significantly to the rate of heat transfer. To calculate the rate of convection between an object

and the surrounding fluids, engineers employ the heat transfer coefficient, h. Unlike the thermal

conductivity, the heat transfer coefficient is not a material property. The heat transfer coefficient

depends upon the geometry, fluid, temperature, velocity, and other characteristics of the system

in which convection occurs. Therefore, the heat transfer coefficient must be derived or found

experimentally for every system analyzed. Formulae and correlations are available in many

references to calculate heat transfer coefficients for typical configurations and fluids. It should be
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noted that convection does not occur in a perfect vacuum due to the lack of media to transmit

heat. This mode of heat transfer does not occur in space where there is no atmosphere in the

surroundings of the system to be analyzed. It only occurs where gases are present.

4. Radiation

Radiation is the transfer of heat energy through empty space. All objects with a temperature

above absolute zero radiate energy at a rate equal to their emissivity multiplied by the rate at

which energy would radiate from them if they were a black body. No medium is necessary for

radiation to occur; radiation works even in and through a perfect vacuum. The energy from the

Sun travels through the vacuum of space before warming the earth. Also, the only way that

energy can leave earth is by being radiated to space. Both reflectivity and emissivity of all bodies

is wavelength dependent. The temperature determines the wavelength distribution of the

electromagnetic radiation as limited in intensity by Plancks law of black-body radiation. For any

body the reflectivity depends on the wavelength distribution of incoming electromagnetic

radiation and therefore the temperature of the source of the radiation. The emissivity depends on

the wave length distribution and therefore the temperature of the body itself. For example, fresh

snow, which is highly reflective to visible light, (reflectivity about 0.90) appears white due to

reflecting sunlight with a peak energy wavelength of about 0.5 micrometres. Its emissivity,

however, at a temperature of about -5C, peak energy wavelength of about 12 micrometres, is

0.99. Gases absorb and emit energy in characteristic wavelength patterns that are different for

each gas. Visible light is simply another form of electromagnetic radiation with a shorter

wavelength (and therefore a higher frequency) than infrared radiation. The difference between

visible light and the radiation from objects at conventional temperatures is a factor of about 20 in

frequency and wavelength; the two kinds of emission are simply different "colours" of

electromagnetic radiation.
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5. Clothing and building surfaces, and radiative transfer

Lighter colours and also whites and metallic substances absorb less illuminating light, and thus

heat up less; but otherwise colour makes little difference as regards heat transfer between an

object at everyday temperatures and its surroundings, since the dominant emitted wavelengths

are nowhere near the visible spectrum, but rather in the far infrared. Emissivities at those

wavelengths have little to do with visual emissivities (visible colours); in the far infrared, most

objects have high emissivities. Thus, except in sunlight, the colour of clothing makes little

difference as regards warmth; likewise, paint colour of houses makes little difference to warmth

except when the painted part is sunlit. The main exception to this is shiny metal surfaces, which

have low emissivities both in the visible wavelengths and in the far infrared. Such surfaces can

be used to reduce heat transfer in both directions; an example of this is the multi-layer insulation

used to insulate spacecraft. Low-emissivity windows in houses are a more complicated

technology, since they must have low emissivity at thermal wavelengths while remaining

transparent to visible light.

6. Heat exchangers

A heat exchanger is a device built for efficient heat transfer from one fluid to another, whether

the fluids are separated by a solid wall so that they never mix, or the fluids are directly contacted.

Heat exchangers are widely used in refrigeration, air conditioning, space heating, power

production, and chemical processing. One common example of a heat exchanger is the radiator

in a car, in which the hot radiator fluid is cooled by the flow of air over the radiator surface.

Common types of heat exchanger flows include parallel flow, counter flow, and cross flow. In

parallel flow, both fluids move in the same direction while transferring heat; in counter flow, the

fluids move in opposite directions and in cross flow the fluids move at right angles to each other.

The common constructions for heat exchanger include shell and tube, double pipe, extruded

finned pipe, spiral fin pipe, u-tube, and stacked plate. More information on heat exchanger flows

and arrangements can be found in the heat exchanger article. When engineers calculate the

theoretical heat transfer in a heat exchanger, they must contend with the fact that the driving
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temperature difference between the two fluids varies with position. To account for this in simple

systems, the log mean temperature difference (LMTD) is often used as an 'average' temperature.

In more complex systems, direct knowledge of the LMTD is not available and the number of

transfer units (NTU) method can be used instead.

7. Boiling heat transfer

Heat transfer in boiling fluids is complex but of considerable technical importance. It is

characterised by an s-shaped curve relating heat flux to surface temperature difference At low

driving temperatures, no boiling occurs and the heat transfer rate is controlled by the usual

single-phase mechanisms. As the surface temperature is increased, local boiling occurs and

vapour bubbles nucleate, grow into the surrounding cooler fluid, and collapse. This is sub-cooled

nucleate boiling and is a very efficient heat transfer mechanism. At high bubble generation rates

the bubbles begin to interfere and the heat flux no longer increases rapidly with surface

temperature (this is the departure from nucleate boiling DNB). At higher temperatures still, a

maximum in the heat flux is reached (the critical heat flux). The regime of falling heat transfer

which follows is not easy to study but is believed to be characterised by alternate periods of

nucleate and film boiling. Nukleate boiling slowing the heat transfer due to gas phase {bubbles}

creation on the heater surface, as mentioned, gas phase thermal conductivity is much lower than

liquid phase thermal conductivity, so the outcome is a kind of "gas thermal barrier".

At higher temperatures still, the hydrodynamically quieter regime of film boiling is reached.

Heat fluxes across the stable vapour layers are low, but rise slowly with temperature. Any

contact between fluid and the surface which may be seen probably leads to the extremely rapid

nucleation of a fresh vapour layer
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Topic : Heat Conduction: One Dimensional Applications

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the Fourier's law

 Understand the Differential form

 Learn the Integral and conductance

Definition/Overview:

Heat Conduction: Heat conduction or thermal conduction is the spontaneous transfer of thermal

energy through matter, from a region of higher temperature to a region of lower temperature, and

acts to equalize temperature differences. It is also described as heat energy transferred from one

material to another by direct contact. Conduction heat can also be how the heat transfers from

one object to another.

T = C + (T0 − C)ekt

Thermal energy, in the form of continuous random motion of the particles of the matter, is

transferred by the same coulomb forces that act to support the structure of matter, so can be said

to move by non physical contact between the particles.

Heat can also be transferred by radiation and/or convection, and often more than one of these

processes occur in a given situation.
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Key Points:

1. Fourier's law

The law of Heat Conduction, also known as Fourier's law, states that the time rate of heat

transfer through a material is proportional to the negative gradient in the temperature and to the

area at right angles, to that gradient, through which the heat is flowing. We can state this law in

two equivalent forms: the integral form, in which we look at the amount of energy flowing into

or out of a body as a whole, and the differential form, in which we look at the flows or fluxes of

energy locally.

Electrons in a metal transfer the heat from one particle to another further away. A simpler way to

describe it is that it is heat transferred through touch.

2. Differential form

In the differential formulation of Fourier's law, the fundamental quantity is the local heat flux

. This is the amount of energy flowing through an infinitesimal oriented surface per unit of time.

The length of is given by the amount of energy flux per unit of time and the direction is given

by the vector perpendicular to the surface. As a vector equation this leads to

where (including the SI units)

is the local heat flux, [Wm−2]

is the material's conductivity, [Wm−1K−1],

is the temperature gradient, [Km−1].
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Note that the thermal conductivity of a material generally varies with temperature, but the

variation can be small over a significant range of temperatures for some common materials. In

anisotropic materials the thermal conductivity typically varies with direction, in this case k is a

tensor.

3. Integral form

By integrating the differential form over the material's total surface S, we arrive at the integral

form of Fourier's law:

where (including the SI units)

is the amount of heat transferred per unit time [W] and

is an oriented surface area element [m2]

The above differential equation, when integrated for a simple exponential situation (see

diagram), where uniform temperature across equally sized end surfaces and perfectly insulated

sides exist, gives the heat flow rate between the end surfaces as:

where

A is the cross-sectional surface area,
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ΔT is the temperature difference between the ends,

Δx is the distance between the ends.

This law forms the basis for the derivation of the heat equation. R-value is the unit for heat

resistance, the reciprocal of the conductance. Ohm's law is the electrical analogue of Fourier's

law.

4. Conductance

Writing

where U is the conductance, in W/(m2 K).

Fourier's law can also be stated as:

The reciprocal of conductance is resistance, R, given by:

and it is resistance which is additive when several conducting layers lie between the hot and cool

regions, because A and Q are the same for all layers. In a multilayer partition, the total

conductance is related to the conductance of its layers by:

So, when dealing with a multilayer partition, the following formula is usually used:
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When heat is being conducted from one fluid to another through a barrier, it is sometimes

important to consider the conductance of the thin film of fluid which remains stationary next to

the barrier. This thin film of fluid is difficult to quantify, its characteristics depending upon

complex conditions of turbulence and viscosity, but when dealing with thin high-conductance

barriers it can sometimes be quite significant.

5. Intensive-property representation

The previous conductance equations written in terms of extensive properties, can be

reformulated in terms of intensive properties.

Ideally, the formulae for conductance should produce a quantity with dimensions independent of

distance, like Ohm's Law for electrical resistance: , and conductance: .

From the electrical formula: , where ρ is resistivity, x = length, A cross sectional

area, we have , where G is conductance, k is conductivity, x = length, A = cross

sectional area.

For Heat,

where U is the conductance.

Fourier's law can also be stated as:
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analogous to Ohm's law: or

The reciprocal of conductance is resistance, R, given by:

analogous to Ohm's law:

The sum of conductances in series is still correct.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Multidimensional Steady Conduction.

Principles Of Convection

Topic : Multidimensional Steady Conduction.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Thermal conductivity

 Understand the Thermal conductance

 Learn the Thermal Resistance
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Definition/Overview:

Steady Conduction: The flow of heat by steady conduction occurs via collisions between atoms

and molecules in the substance and the subsequent transfer of kinetic energy. Let us consider two

substances at different temperatures separated by a barrier which is subsequently removed. When

the barrier is removed, the fast (``hot'') atoms collide with the slow (``cold'') ones. In such

collisions the faster atoms lose some speed and the slower ones gain speed; thus, the fast ones

transfer some of their kinetic energy to the slow ones. This transfer of kinetic energy from the

hot to the cold side is called a flow of heat through conduction. Different materials transfer heat

by conduction at different rates - this is measured by the material's thermal conductivity. For a

given temperature difference between the reservoirs, materials with a large thermal conductivity

will transfer large amounts of heat over time - such materials, like copper, are good thermal

conductors. Conversely, materials with low thermal conductivities will transfer small amounts of

heat over time - these materials, like concrete, are poor thermal conductors. This is why if you

throw a piece of copper and a piece of concrete into a campfire, the copper will heat up much

more quickly than the concrete. It is also why fiberglass insulation, and also feathers and fur,

have air pockets - dead air is a poor thermal conductor, and so the air pockets aid in cutting back

on the heat loss through the material.

Key Points:

1. Thermal conductivity

In physics, thermal conductivity, k, is the property of a material that indicates its ability to

conduct heat. It appears primarily in Fourier's Law for heat conduction.

First, we define heat conduction by the formula:
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where is the rate of heat flow, k is the thermal conductivity, A is the total cross sectional

area of conducting surface, ΔT is temperature difference and x is the thickness of conducting

surface separating the 2 temperatures.

Thus, rearranging the equation gives thermal conductivity,

(Note: is the temperature gradient)

In other words, it is defined as the quantity of heat, ΔQ, transmitted during time Δt through a

thickness x, in a direction normal to a surface of area A, due to a temperature difference ΔT,

under steady state conditions and when the heat transfer is dependent only on the temperature

gradient.

Alternatively, it can be thought of as a flux of heat (energy per unit area per unit time) divided by

a temperature gradient (temperature difference per unit length)

Typical units are SI: W/(mK) and English units: Btu/(hrftF). To convert between the two, use the

relation 1 Btu/(hrftF) = 1.730735 W/(mK)

2. Measurement

Generally speaking, there are a number of possibilities to measure thermal conductivity, each of

them suitable for a limited range of materials, depending on the thermal properties and the

medium temperature. There can be made a distinction between steady-state and transient

techniques. In general the steady-state techniques perform a measurement when the temperature

of the material that is measured does not change with time. This makes the signal analysis

straight forward (steady state implies constant signals). The disadvantage generally is that it
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takes a well-engineered experimental setup. The Divided Bar (various types) is the most

common device used for consolidated rock samples. The transient techniques perform a

measurement during the process of heating up. The advantage is that measurements can be made

relatively quickly. Transient methods are usually carried out by needle probes (inserted into

samples or plunged into the ocean floor). For good conductors of heat, Searle's bar method can

be used. For poor conductors of heat, Lees' disc method can be used. An alternative traditional

method using real thermometers is described at . A brief review of new methods measuring

thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity and specific heat within a single measurement is

available at . A thermal conductance tester, one of the instruments of gemology, determines if

gems are genuine diamonds using diamond's uniquely high thermal conductivity.

3. Thermal conductance

For general scientific use, thermal conductance is the quantity of heat that passes in unit time

through a plate of particular area and thickness when its opposite faces differ in temperature by

one kelvin. For a plate of thermal conductivity k, area A and thickness L this is kA/L, measured

in WK−1 (equivalent to: W/C). Thermal conductivity and conductance are analogous to

electrical conductivity (Am−1V−1) and electrical conductance (AV−1).

There is also a measure known as heat transfer coefficient: the quantity of heat that passes in unit

time through unit area of a plate of particular thickness when its opposite faces differ in

temperature by one kelvin. The reciprocal is thermal insulance. In summary:

thermal conductance = kA/L, measured in WK−1 thermal resistance = L/kA, measured in

KW−1 (equivalent to: C/W)

heat transfer coefficient = k/L, measured in WK−1m−2 thermal insulance = L/k, measured in

KmW−1.

The heat transfer coefficient is also known as thermal admittance

4. Thermal Resistance

When thermal resistances occur in series, they are additive. So when heat flows through two

components each with a resistance of 1 C/W, the total resistance is 2 C/W.
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A common engineering design problem involves the selection of an appropriate sized heat sink

for a given heat source. Working in units of thermal resistance greatly simplifies the design

calculation. The following formula can be used to estimate the performance:

where:

Rhs is the maximum thermal resistance of the heat sink to ambient, in C/W

ΔT is the temperature difference (temperature drop), in C

Pth is the thermal power (heat flow), in Watts

Rs is the thermal resistance of the heat source, in C/W

For example, if a component produces 100 W of heat, and has a thermal resistance of 0.5 C/W,

what is the maximum thermal resistance of the heat sink? Suppose the maximum temperature is

125 C, and the ambient temperature is 25 C; then the ΔT is 100 C. The heat sink's thermal

resistance to ambient must then be 0.5 C/W or less.

5. Alternate definition (buildings)

When dealing with buildings, thermal resistance or R-value means what is described above as

thermal insulance, and thermal conductance means the reciprocal. For materials in series, these

thermal resistances (unlike conductances) can simply be added to give a thermal resistance for

the whole.

A third term, thermal transmittance, incorporates the thermal conductance of a structure along

with heat transfer due to convection and radiation. It is measured in the same units as thermal

conductance and is sometimes known as the composite thermal conductance. The term U-value

is another synonym.

In summary, for a plate of thermal conductivity k (the k value ), area A and thickness L:

 thermal conductance = k/L, measured in WK−1m−2;

 thermal resistance (R value) = L/k, measured in KmW−1;

 thermal transmittance (U value) = 1/(Σ(L/k)) + convection + radiation, measured in

WK−1m−2.
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Topic : Principles Of Convection

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Forced convection

 Understand the Buoyancy induced convection not due to heat

 Learn the Oceanic convection

 Learn the Mantle convection

Definition/Overview:

Convection in the most general terms refers to the movement of molecules within fluids (i.e.

liquids, gases and rheids). Convection is one of the major modes of heat transfer and mass

transfer. In fluids, convective heat and mass transfer take place through both diffusion the

random Brownian motion of individual particles in the fluid and by advection, in which matter or

heat is transported by the larger-scale motion of currents in the fluid. In the context of heat and

mass transfer, the term "convection" is used to refer to the sum of advective and diffusive

transfer. The principle of convection says that warm air always rises, and cool air always falls. A

common use of the term convection leaves out the word "heat" but nevertheless refers to heat

convection: that is, the case in which heat is the entity of interest being advected (carried), and

diffused (dispersed)..In one of two major types of heat convection, the heat is carried passively

by a fluid motion which would occur anyway without the heating process. This heat transfer

process is often termed "forced convection" or occasionally "heat advection." In the other major

type of heat convection, heating itself may cause the fluid motion (via expansion and buoyancy

force), while at the same time also causing heat to be transported by this bulk motion of the fluid.

This process is called natural convection, or "free convection". In the latter case, the problem of
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heat transport (and related transport of other substances in the fluid due to it) is generally more

complicated. Both forced and natural types of heat convection may occur together.

Key Points:

1. Forced convection

Natural heat convection (also called free convection) is distinguished from various types of

forced heat convection, which refer to heat advection by a fluid which is not due to the natural

forces of buoyancy induced by heating. In forced heat convection, transfer of heat is due to

movement in the fluid which results from many other forces, such as (for example) a fan or

pump. A convection oven thus works by forced convection, as a fan which rapidly circulates hot

air forces heat into food faster than would naturally happen due to simple heating without the

fan. Aerodynamic heating is a form of forced convection. Common fluid heat-radiator systems,

and also heating and cooling of parts of the body by blood circulation, are other familiar

examples of forced convection. In a zero-gravity environment, there can be no buoyancy forces,

and thus no natural (free) convection possible, so flames in many circumstances without gravity,

smother in their own waste gases. However, flames may be maintained with any type of forced

convection (breeze); or (in high oxygen environments in "still" gas environments) entirely from

the minimal forced convection that occurs as heat-induced expansion (not buoyancy) of gases

allows for ventilation of the flame, as waste gases move outward and cool, and fresh high-

oxygen gas moves in to take up the low pressure zones created when flame-exhaust water

condenses.

2. Buoyancy induced convection not due to heat

The general term for this is gravitational convection. Gravitational heat convection is the same as

free convection. However, differential buoyancy forces which cause convection in gravity fields

may result from sources of density variations in fluids other than those produced by heat, such as
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variable composition. For example, diffusion of a source of dry salt downward into wet soil

assisted by the mechanism of the fact that saline is heavier than fresh water, is a type of

gravitational convection Variable salinity in water and variable water content in air masses, are

frequent causes of convection in the oceans and atmosphere, which do not involve heat, or else

involve additional compositional density factors other than the density changes from thermal

expansion (see thermohaline circulation). Similarly, variable composition within the Earth's

interior which has not yet achieved maximal stability and minimal energy (in other words, with

densest parts deepest) continues to cause a fraction of the convection of fluid rock and molten

metal within the Earth's interior

3. Oceanic convection

Solar radiation also affects the oceans. Warm water from the Equator tends to circulate toward

the poles, while cold polar water heads towards the Equator. Oceanic convection is also

frequently driven by density differences due to varying salinity, known as thermohaline

convection, and is of crucial importance in the global thermohaline circulation. In this case it is

quite possible for relatively warm, saline water to sink, and colder, fresher water to rise,

reversing the normal transport of heat.

4. Mantle convection

Convection within Earth's mantle is the driving force for plate tectonics. There are actually two

convection currents occurring within the Earth. The outer core experiences convective turnover

of fluid metals (primarily iron and nickel). This convection is thought to be the driving force for

the Earth's magnetic field through a still poorly understood mechanism.

As heat from the inner and outer core heat the lower portion of the mantle, a second set of

convective currents form. This mantle convection is extremely slow, as the mantle is a thick

semi-solid with the consistency of a very thick paste. This slow convection can take millions of

years to complete one cycle.

Neutrino flux measurements from the Earth's core (see kamLAND) show the source of about

two-thirds of the heat in the inner core is the radioactive decay of 40K, uranium and thorium.

This has allowed plate tectonics on Earth to continue far longer than it would have if it were

simply driven by heat left over from Earth's formation; or with heat produced from gravitational
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potential energy, as a result of physical rearrangement of denser portions of the Earth's interior

toward the center of the planet (i.e., a type of prolonged falling and settling).

5. Vibration convection in gravity fields

Vibration-induced convection occurs in powders and granulated materials in containers subject

to vibration, in a gravity field. When the container accelerates upward, the bottom of the

container pushes the entire contents upward. In contrast, when the container accelerates

downward, the sides of the container push the adjacent material downward by friction, but the

material more remote from the sides is less affected. The net result is a slow circulation of

particles downward at the sides, and upward in the middle.

If the container contains particles of different sizes, the downward-moving region at the sides is

often narrower than the larger particles. Thus, larger particles tend to become sorted to the top of

such a mixture.

6. Scale and rate of convection

Convection may happen in fluids at all scales larger than a few atoms. Convection occurs on a

large scale in atmospheres, oceans, and planetary mantles. Current movement during convection

may be invisibly slow, or it may be obvious and rapid, as in a hurricane. On astronomical scales,

convection of gas and dust is thought to occur in the accretion disks of black holes, at speeds

which may closely approach that of light.

7. Pattern formation

Convection, especially Rayleigh-Bnard convection, where the convecting fluid is contained by

two rigid horizontal plates, is a convenient example of a pattern forming system.

When heat is fed into the system from one direction (usually below), at small values it merely

diffuses (conducts) from below upward, without causing fluid flow. As the heat flow is

increased, above a critical value of the Rayleigh number, the system undergoes a bifurcation

from the stable conducting state to the convecting state, where bulk motion of the fluid due to

heat begins. If fluid parameters other than density do not depend significantly on temperature,

the flow profile is symmetric, with the same volume of fluid rising as falling. This is known as

Boussinesq convection.
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As the temperature difference between the top and bottom of the fluid becomes higher,

significant differences in fluid parameters other than density may develop in the fluid due to

temperature. An example of such a parameter is viscosity, which may begin to significantly vary

horizontally across layers of fluid. This breaks the symmetry of the system, and generally

changes the pattern of up- and down-moving fluid from stripes to hexagons, as seen at right.

Such hexagons are one example of a convection cell.

As the Rayleigh number is increased even further above the value where convection cells first

appear, the system may undergo other bifurcations, and other more complex patterns, such as

spirals, may begin to appear.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Forced Convection

Free Convection

Topic : Forced Convection

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Forced Convection

 Understand The Nusselt number

 Understand The Grashof number

 Learn the Turbulence Intensity
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Definition/Overview:

Forced convection studies the heat transfer between a moving fluid and a solid surface. There are

various types of forced convection, such as flow in a tube or across a flat plate and so on. In

general there are no mathematical solution available to all types of forced convection problems.

These problems are usually analyzed by equations based on empirical values and generalized by

dimensional analysis. The analysis can be formulated by the following equation:

Nu=f(Pr,Re,Ma)

where,

Nu= Nusselt number

Pr= Prandtl number

Re= Reynolds number

Ma= Mach number

In cases when the flow speed is low, the influence of the Mach number can be neglected and we

obtain:

Nu=f(Pr,Re)

Key Points:

1.Forced Convection

Natural heat convection is distinguished from various types of forced heat convection, which

refer to heat advection by a fluid which is not due to the natural forces of buoyancy induced by

heating. In forced heat convection, transfer of heat is due to movement in the fluid which results

from many other forces, such as (for example) a fan or pump. A convection oven thus works by

forced convection, as a fan which rapidly circulates hot air forces heat into food faster than

would naturally happen due to simple heating without the fan. Aerodynamic heating is a form of

forced convection. Common fluid heat-radiator systems, and also heating and cooling of parts of
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the body by blood circulation, are other familiar examples of forced convection. In a zero-gravity

environment, there can be no buoyancy forces, and thus no natural (free) convection possible, so

flames in many circumstances without gravity, smother in their own waste gases. However,

flames may be maintained with any type of forced convection (breeze); or (in high oxygen

environments in "still" gas environments) entirely from the minimal forced convection that

occurs as heat-induced expansion (not buoyancy) of gases allows for ventilation of the flame, as

waste gases move outward and cool, and fresh high-oxygen gas moves in to take up the low

pressure zones created when flame-exhaust water condenses.

2. The Nusselt number

The definition of the Nusselt number is

where

h = average heat transfer coefficient

d = characteristic length (can be "d" or "L")

kf = air thermal conductivity evaluated at Tf

The heat transfer is given by

Q = hAs(Ts - Ta)

where

As = probe surface area

Ts = probe or sensor temperature

Ta = ambient temperature
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Now, Q = power dissipated = I2Rs where I is the electric current going through the sensor. The

current going through the sensor is determined by measuring the bridge voltage, eb. From Figure

2 the bridge voltage and current through the sensor are related by

eb = I (Rs + 40 + 17.4)

By successive substitution one can show that

In the above equation the "40" is from the bridge upper resistance and the "17.4" is the probe

cable and internal resistance. Rs is equal to R1 the resistance set on the decade box on the front of

the electronics panel, eb is measured and Ts is found by knowing the overheat ratio, Rs/Ra. Ra is

determined experimentally by using the bridge circuit.

3. The Grashof number

From its definition

where properties are evaluated at the film temperature Tf .

4. The Reynolds number

where properties are evaluated at Tf and the velocity is measured with a manometer.

5. Turbulence Intensity

Turbulence Intensity is defined by:
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where the numerator is the RMS (Root Mean Square) value of the velocity fluctuation u'. The

denominator is the mean velocity as measured with anemometer.

In order to determine the turbulence intensity we will depend on the observation that TI is

usually a small number on the order of a few percent. This means that if we consider the

calibration curve in the form of eb vs. velocity (similar to Figure 3) we would find that small

fluctuations in velocity will bring about small changes in bridge voltage at any instant of time.

That being the case, the change of bridge voltage with velocity (i.e., the slope of the calibration

curve) doesn't change very much at any operating point where the mean or time average velocity

is constant. The instantaneous bridge voltage is given by a local linearization of the calibration

curve

eb = A + Bu

but since

u = + u'

and

eb = b + e' b

then

b + e'b = A + B + Bu'

A time average of the previous equation yields , which, when subtracted from the previous

equation, yields a relationship between the fluctuating bridge voltage and the fluctuating velocity

e'b = Bu'

Square, time average and take the square root of the above to get
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Substituting this relationship into the definition of the turbulence intensity one finds

where the numerator is the RMS value of the bridge voltage (measured experimentally with a

true RMS meter) divided by the slope of the calibration curve at the operating point (i.e., steady

mean velocity) and the denominator is the measured steady mean velocity. The problem now

becomes one of determining the slope of the calibration curve at the operating point. This could

be done with a polynomial fit of the data but this method is subject to large errors when the

number of data points is small which is the case here. A better way would be to observe the fact

that King's law gives a good linear fit to your calibration data (See procedure section). You will

have the coefficients C1 and C2 when you do the linear fit of the data and test it with the "r"

parameter. Hence,

Taking the derivative of the above and solving

The constant C2 comes from your King's law fit and the bridge voltage and velocity are

measured during the experiment.
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Natural convective heat transfer

 Understand the Forced convective heat transfer

Definition/Overview:

Convective heat transfer: Convective heat transfer is a mechanism of heat transfer occurring

because of bulk motion (observable movement) of fluids. This can be contrasted with conductive

heat transfer, which is the transfer of energy by vibrations at a molecular level through a solid or

fluid, and radiative heat transfer, the transfer of energy through electromagnetic waves.

As convection is dependent on the bulk movement of a fluid it can only occur in liquids, gases

and multiphase mixtures. Convective heat transfer is split into two categories: natural (or free)

convection and forced (or advective) convection, also known as heat advection.

Key Points:

1. Natural convective heat transfer

Natural convection is a mechanism, or type of heat transport in which the fluid motion is not

generated by any external source (like a pump, fan, suction device, etc.) but only by density

differences in the fluid occurring due to temperature gradients. In natural convection, fluid

surrounding a heat source receives heat, becomes less dense and rises. The surrounding, cooler

fluid then moves to replace it. This cooler fluid is then heated and the process continues, forming

a convection current; this process transfers heat energy from the bottom of the convection cell to
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top. The driving force for natural convection is buoyancy, a result of differences in fluid density.

Because of this, the presence of a proper acceleration such as arises from resistance to gravity, or

an equivalent force (arising from acceleration, centrifugal force or Coriolis force), is essential for

natural convection. For example, natural convection essentially does not operate in free-fall

(inertial) environments, such as that of the orbiting International Space Station, where other heat

transfer mechanisms are required to prevent electronic components from overheating.

Natural convection has attracted a great deal of attention from researchers because of its presence

both in nature and engineering applications. In nature, convection cells formed from air raising

above sunlight warmed land or water, are a major feature all weather systems. Convection is also

seen in the rising plume of hot air from fire, oceanic currents, and sea-wind formation (where

upward convection is also modified by Coriolus forces). In engineering applications, convection

is commonly visualized in the formation of microstructures during the cooling of molten metals,

and fluid flows around shrouded heat-dissipation fins, and solar ponds. A very common

industrial application of natural convection is free air cooling without the aid of fans: this can

happen on small scales (computer chips) to large scale process equipment.

Mathematically, the tendency of a particular system towards natural convection relies on the

Grashof number (Gr), which is a ratio of buoyancy force and viscous force.

The parameter β is the volume expansivity (K-1), g is acceleration due to gravity, ΔT is the

temperature difference between the hot surface and the bulk fluid (K), L is the characteristic

length (this depends on the object) and ν is the viscosity.

For liquids, values of β are tabulated. Additionally β can be calculated from:

(K-1)

For an ideal gas, this number may be simply found:
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Therefore, β for an ideal gas is simply:

Thus, the Grashof number can be thought of as the ratio of the upwards buoyancy of the heated

fluid to the internal friction slowing it down. In very sticky, viscous fluids, fluid movement is

restricted, along with natural convection. In the extreme case of infinite viscosity, the fluid could

not move and all heat transfer would be through conductive heat transfer.

A similar equation can be written for natural convection occurring due to a concentration

gradient, sometimes termed thermo-solutal convection. In this case, a concentration of hot fluid

diffuses into a cold fluid, in much the same way that ink poured into a container of water diffuses

to dye the entire space.

The relative magnitudes of the Grashof and Reynolds number determine which form of

convection dominates, if forced convection may be neglected, whereas if

natural convection may be neglected. If the ratio is approximately one both forced and natural

convection need to be taken into account.

Natural convection is highly dependent on the geometry of the hot surface, various correlations

exist in order to determine the heat transfer coefficent. The Rayleigh number (Ra) is frequently

used, where:

where is the Prandtl number

A general correlation that applies for a variety of geometries is

The value of f4(Pr) is calculated using the following formula
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2. Forced convective heat transfer

Forced convection is a mechanism, or type of heat transport in which fluid motion is generated

by an external source (like a pump, fan, suction device, etc.). Forced convection is often

encountered by engineers designing or analyzing heat exchangers, pipe flow, and flow over a

plate at a different temperature than the stream (the case of a shuttle wing during re-entry, for

example). However, in any forced convection situation, some amount of natural convection is

always present whenever there are g-forces present (i.e., unless the system is in free fall). When

the natural convection is not negligible, such flows are typically referred to as mixed convection.

When analysing potentially mixed convection, a parameter called the Archimedes number (Ar)

parametizes the relative strength of free and forced convection. The Archimedes number is the

ratio of Grashof number and the square of Reynolds number, which represents the ratio of

buoyancy force and inertia force, and which stands in for the contribution of natural convection.

When Ar >> 1, natural convection dominates and when Ar << 1, forced convection dominates.

When natural convection isn't a significant factor, mathematical analysis with forced convection

theories typically yields accurate results. The parameter of importance in forced convection is the

Peclet number, which is the ratio of advection (movement by currents) and diffusion (movement

from high to low concentrations) of heat.

When the Peclet number is much greater than unity (1), advection dominates diffusion.

Similarly, much smaller ratios indicate a higher rate of diffusion relative to advection.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Radiation
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Introduction To Engineering Design

Topic : Radiation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Particle Radiation

 Learn the concept Non-Ionizing Radiation

 Learn the concept Electromagnetic Radiation

 Learn the concept Thermal Radiation

 Learn the concept Black Body Radiation

Definition/Overview:

Radiation: In physics, radiation describes any process in which energy emitted by one body

travels through a medium or through space, ultimately to be absorbed by another body. Non-

physicists often associate the word with ionizing radiation (e.g., as occurring in nuclear weapons,

nuclear reactors, and radioactive substances), but it can also refer to electromagnetic radiation

(i.e., radio waves, infrared light, visible light, ultraviolet light, and X-rays) which can also be

ionizing radiation, to acoustic radiation, or to other more obscure processes. What makes it

radiation is that the energy radiates (i.e., it travels outward in straight lines in all directions) from

the source. This geometry naturally leads to a system of measurements and physical units that are

equally applicable to all types of radiation. In common usage, "radiation" is synonymous with

ionizing radiation. It refers to any radiation process in which the individual quanta of radiated

energy are able to ionize atoms or molecules of the substance in which the energy is absorbed.
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This leads to chemical changes that can damage biological tissues and structural materials.

Sources of ionizing radiation include most nuclear processes (e.g., nuclear fission, nuclear

fusion, radioactive decay), X-ray equipment, high-energy physics experiments, and cosmic

radiation.

Key Points:

1. Particle Radiation

Particle radiation is radiation in which the energy is carried by fast moving sub-atomic particles

such as electrons, protons, neutrons, etc. In most cases, the energy of the individual particles is

high enough that the radiation can also be classified as ionizing radiation.

2. Non-Ionizing Radiation

Non-ionizing (or non-ionising) radiation, by contrast, refers to any type of radiation that does not

carry enough energy per quantum to ionize atoms or molecules. Most especially, it refers to the

lower energy forms of electromagnetic radiation (i.e., radio waves, microwaves, terahertz

radiation, infrared light, and visible light). The effects of these forms of radiation on living tissue

have only recently been studied. Instead of producing charged ions when passing through matter,

the electromagnetic radiation has sufficient energy only for excitation, the movement of an

electron to a higher energy state. Nevertheless, different biological effects are observed for

different types of non-ionizing radiation.

It includes

3. Electromagnetic Radiation

Electromagnetic radiation (sometimes abbreviated EMR) takes the form of self-propagating

waves in a vacuum or in matter. EM radiation has an electric and magnetic field component

which oscillate in phase perpendicular to each other and to the direction of energy propagation.

Electromagnetic radiation is classified into types according to the frequency of the wave, these
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types include (in order of increasing frequency): radio waves, microwaves, terahertz radiation,

infrared radiation, visible light, ultraviolet radiation, X-rays and gamma rays. Of these, radio

waves have the longest wavelengths and Gamma rays have the shortest. A small window of

frequencies, called visible spectrum or light, is sensed by the eye of various organisms, with

variations of the limits of this narrow spectrum. EM radiation carries energy and momentum,

which may be imparted when it interacts with matter.

4. Light

Light, or visible light, is electromagnetic radiation of a wavelength that is visible to the human

eye (about 400700 nm), or up to 380750 nm. In the broader field of physics, light is often used to

refer to electromagnetic radiation of all wavelengths, whether visible or not.

5. Thermal Radiation

Thermal radiation is the process by which the surface of an object radiates its thermal energy in

the form of electromagnetic waves. Infrared radiation from a common household radiator or

electric heater is an example of thermal radiation, as is the light emitted by a glowing

incandescent light bulb. Thermal radiation is generated when heat from the movement of charged

particles within atoms is converted to electromagnetic radiation. The emitted wave frequency of

the thermal radiation is a probability distribution depending only on temperature, and for a

genuine black body is given by Plancks law of radiation. Wien's law gives the most likely

frequency of the emitted radiation, and the StefanBoltzmann law gives the heat intensity.

6. Black Body Radiation

Black Body Radiation is a common synonym for thermal radiation (see above). It is so-called

because the ideal radiator of thermal energy would also be an ideal absorber of thermal energy: It

would not reflect any light, and thus would appear to be absolutely black.
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7. Discovery

Wilhelm Rntgen is credited with the discovery of X-Rays. When experimenting with various

isotopes of tritium, he noticed a drastic change in photonic emissions when measuring electrical

charges in a vacuum. When he took pictures of the tritium, he found that the state of one solid

piece would deteriorate quickly. Henri Becquerel found that uranium salts caused fogging of an

unexposed photographic plate, and Marie Curie discovered that only certain elements gave off

these rays of energy. She named this behaviour radioactivity.

In December 1899, Marie Curie and Pierre Curie discovered radium in pitchblende. This new

element was two million times more radioactive than uranium, as described by Marie.

8. The Electromagnetic Spectrum

The electromagnetic (EM) spectrum is the range of all possible electromagnetic radiation

frequencies. The "electromagnetic spectrum" (usually just spectrum) of an object is the

characteristic distribution of electromagnetic radiation from that particular object

Topic : Introduction To Engineering Design

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Thermal energy

 Understand the Entropy

 Learn the Thermodynamics
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Definition/Overview

Heat Transfer : Heat transfer is the transition of thermal energy from a heated item to a cooler

item. When an object or fluid is at a different temperature than its surroundings or another object,

transfer of thermal energy, also known as heat transfer, or heat exchange, occurs in such a way

that the body and the surroundings reach thermal equilibrium. Heat transfer always occurs from a

hot particle to a cold one, a result of the second law of thermodynamics. Where there is a

temperature difference between objects in proximity, heat transfer between them can never be

stopped; it can only be slowed down. Thermal energy is conducted well by metals such as

copper, platinum, gold, iron, etc.

In physics and thermodynamics, heat (symbolized by Q) is any transfer of energy from one body

or system to another due to a difference in temperature. In thermodynamics, the quantity TdS is

used as a representative measure of the (inexact) heat differential δQ, which is the absolute

temperature of an object multiplied by the differential quantity of a system's entropy measured at

the boundary of the object. Heat can flow spontaneously from an object with a high temperature

to an object with a lower temperature. The transfer of heat from one object to another object with

an equal or higher temperature can happen only with the aid of a heat pump. High temperature

bodies, which often result in high rates of heat transfer, can be created by chemical reactions

(such as burning), nuclear reactions (such as fusion taking place inside the Sun), electromagnetic

dissipation (as in electric stoves), or mechanical dissipation (such as friction). Heat can be

transferred between objects by radiation, conduction and convection. Temperature is used as a

measure of the internal energy or enthalpy, that is the level of elementary motion giving

rise to heat transfer. Heat can only be transferred between objects, or areas within an

object, with different temperatures (as given by the zeroth law of thermodynamics), and

then, in the absence of work, only in the direction of the colder body (as per the second law

of thermodynamics). The temperature and phase of a substance subject to heat transfer are

determined by latent heat and heat capacity. A related term is thermal energy, loosely

defined as the energy of a body that increases with its temperature.
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Key Points:

1. Overview

The first law of thermodynamics states that the energy of a closed system is conserved.

Therefore, to change the energy of a system, energy must be transferred to or from the

system. Heat and work are the only two mechanisms by which energy can be transferred

to or from a control mass. Heat is the transfer of energy caused by the temperature

difference. The unit for the amount of energy transferred by heat in the International

System of Units SI is the joule (J), though the British Thermal Unit and the calorie are

still occasionally used in the United States. The unit for the rate of heat transfer is the

watt (W = J/s).

Heat transfer is a path function (process quantity), as opposed to a point function (state

quantity). Heat flows between systems that are not in thermal equilibrium with each

other; it spontaneously flows from the areas of high temperature to areas of low

temperature. When two bodies of different temperature come into thermal contact, they

will exchange internal energy until their temperatures are equalized; that is, until they

reach thermal equilibrium. The adjective hot is used as a relative term to compare the

objects temperature to that of the surroundings (or that of the person using the term). The

term heat is used to describe the flow of energy. In the absence of work interactions, the

heat that is transferred to an object ends up getting stored in the object in the form of

internal energy.
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Specific heat is defined as the amount of energy that has to be transferred to or from one unit of

mass or mole of a substance to change its temperature by one degree. Specific heat is a property,

which means that it depends on the substance under consideration and its state as specified by its

properties. Fuels, when burned, release much of the energy in the chemical bonds of their

molecules. Upon changing from one phase to another, a pure substance releases or absorbs heat

without its temperature changing. The amount of heat transfer during a phase change is known as

latent heat and depends primarily on the substance and its state.

2. Thermal energy Thermal energy is a term often confused with that of heat. Loosely

speaking, when heat is added to a thermodynamic system its thermal energy increases and when

heat is withdrawn its thermal energy decreases. In this point of view, objects that are hot are

referred to as being in possession of a large amount of thermal energy, whereas cold objects

possess little thermal energy. Thermal energy then is often mistakenly defined as being synonym

for the word heat. This, however, is not the case: an object cannot possess heat, but only energy.

The term "thermal energy" when used in conversation is often not used in a strictly correct sense,

but is more likely to be only used as a descriptive word. In physics and thermodynamics, the

words heat, internal energy, work, "enthalpy" (heat content), "entropy", "external forces", etc.,

which can be defined exactly, i.e. without recourse to internal atomic motions and vibrations,

tend to be preferred and used more often than the term "thermal energy", which is difficult to

define.

3. History

In the history of science, the history of heat traces its origins from the first hominids to make fire

and to speculate on its operation and meaning to modern day particle physicists who study the

sub-atomic nature of heat. In short, the phenomenon of heat and its definition evolved from

mythological theories of fire, to heat, to terra pinguis, phlogiston, to fire air, to caloric, to the

theory of heat, to the mechanical equivalent of heat, to thermo-dynamics (sometimes called

energetics) to thermodynamics. Most of the history of heat, then, is a precursor to the history of

thermodynamics.
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Notation

The total amount of energy transferred through heat transfer is conventionally abbreviated as Q.

The conventional sign convention is that when a body releases heat into its surroundings, Q < 0

(-); when a body absorbs heat from its surroundings, Q > 0 (+). Heat transfer rate, or heat flow

per unit time, is denoted by:

.

It is measured in watts. Heat flux is defined as rate of heat transfer per unit cross-sectional area,

and is denoted q, resulting in units of watts per square metre, though slightly different notation

conventions can be used.

4. Entropy

In 1854, German physicist Rudolf Clausius defined the second fundamental theorem (the second

law of thermodynamics) in the mechanical theory of heat (thermodynamics): "if two

transformations which, without necessitating any other permanent change, can mutually replace

one another, be called equivalent, then the generations of the quantity of heat Q from work at the

temperature T, has the equivalence-value:"

In 1865, he came to define this ratio as entropy symbolized by S, such that, for a closed,

stationary system:

and thus, by reduction, quantities of heat δQ (an inexact differential) are defined as quantities of

TdS (an exact differential):

In other words, the entropy function S facilitates the quantification and measurement of heat

flow through a thermodynamic boundary.
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5. Definitions

In modern terms, heat is concisely defined as energy in transit. Scottish physicist James Clerk

Maxwell, in his 1871 classic Theory of Heat, was one of the first to enunciate a modern

definition of heat. In short, Maxwell outlined four stipulations on the definition of heat. One, it is

something which may be transferred from one body to another, as per the second law of

thermodynamics. Two, it can be spoken of as a measurable quantity, and thus treated

mathematically like other measurable quantities. Three, it can not be treated as a substance; for it

may be transformed into something which is not a substance, e.g. mechanical work. Lastly, it is

one of the forms of energy. Similar such modern, succinct definitions of heat are as follows:

In a thermodynamic sense, heat is never regarded as being stored within a body. Like work, it

exists only as energy in transit from one body to another; in thermodynamic terminology,

between a system and its surroundings. When energy in the form of heat is added to a system, it

is stored not as heat, but as kinetic and potential energy of the atoms and molecules making up

the system.

The noun heat is defined only during the process of energy transfer by conduction or radiation.

Heat is defined as any spontaneous flow of energy from one object to another, caused by a

difference in temperature between the objects.

Heat may be defined as energy in transit from a high-temperature object to a lower-temperature

object.

Heat as an interaction between two closed systems without exchange of work is a pure heat

interaction when the two systems, initially isolated and in a stable equilibrium, are placed in

contact. The energy exchanged between the two systems is then called heat.

Heat is a form of energy possessed by a substance by virtue of the vibrational movement, i.e.

kinetic energy, of its molecules or atoms. The kinetic energy and heat may formally be

equivalent, but they are not identical.

Heat is the transfer of energy between substances of different temperatures.

6. Thermodynamics

Heat is related to the internal energy U of the system and work W done by the system by the first

law of thermodynamics:
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which means that the energy of the system can change either via work or via heat flows across

the boundary of the thermodynamic system. In more detail, Internal energy is the sum of all

microscopic forms of energy of a system. It is related to the molecular structure and the degree of

molecular activity and may be viewed as the sum of kinetic and potential energies of the

molecules

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Heat Exchangers

Topic : Heat Exchangers

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Flow arrangement

 Understand the Shell and tube heat exchanger

 Learn the concept of Plate heat exchanger

 Understand the Multi-phase heat exchangers

Definition/Overview:

Heat Exchanger: A heat exchanger is a device built for efficient heat transfer from one medium

to another, whether the media are separated by a solid wall so that they never mix, or the media

are in direct contact. They are widely used in space heating, refrigeration, air conditioning,
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power plants, chemical plants, petrochemical plants, petroleum refineries, and natural gas

processing. One common example of a heat exchanger is the radiator in a car, in which the heat

source, being a hot engine-cooling fluid, water, transfers heat to air flowing through the radiator

[i.e. the heat transfer medium].

Key Points:

1. Flow arrangement

Heat exchangers may be classified according to their flow arrangement. In parallel-flow heat

exchangers, the two fluids enter the exchanger at the same end, and travel in parallel to one

another to the other side. In counter-flow heat exchangers the fluids enter the exchanger from

opposite ends. The counter current design is most efficient, in that it can transfer the most heat

from the heat (transfer) medium. See countercurrent exchange. In a cross-flow heat exchanger,

the fluids travel roughly perpendicular to one another through the exchanger. For efficiency, heat

exchangers are designed to maximize the surface area of the wall between the two fluids, while

minimizing resistance to fluid flow through the exchanger. The exchanger's performance can

also be affected by the addition of fins or corrugations in one or both directions, which increase

surface area and may channel fluid flow or induce turbulence. The driving temperature across the

heat transfer surface varies with position, but an appropriate mean temperature can be defined. In

most simple systems this is the log mean temperature difference (LMTD). Sometimes direct

knowledge of the LMTD is not available and the NTU method is used.
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2. Shell and tube heat exchanger

Shell and tube heat exchangers consist of a series of tubes. One set of these tubes contains the

fluid that must be either heated or cooled. The second fluid runs over the tubes that are being

heated or cooled so that it can either provide the heat or absorb the heat required. A set of tubes

is called the tube bundle and can be made up of several types of tubes: plain, longitudinally

finned, etc. Shell and Tube heat exchangers are typically used for high pressure applications

(with pressures greater than 30 bar and temperatures greater than 260C. This is because the shell

and tube heat exchangers are robust due to their shape. There are several thermal design features

that are to be taken into account when designing the tubes in the shell and tube heat exchangers.

These include:

 Tube diameter: Using a small tube diameter makes the heat exchanger both economical

and compact. However, it is more likely for the heat exchanger to foul up faster and the

small size makes mechanical cleaning of the fouling difficult. To prevail over the fouling

and cleaning problems, larger tube diameters can be used. Thus to determine the tube

diameter, the available space, cost and the fouling nature of the fluids must be

considered.

 Tube thickness: The thickness of the wall of the tubes is usually determined to ensure:

 There is enough room for corrosion

 That flow-induced vibration has resistance

 Axial strength

 Ability to easily stock spare parts cost

Sometimes the wall thickness is determined by the maximum pressure differential

across the wall.

 Tube length: heat exchangers are usually cheaper when they have a smaller shell

diameter and a long tube length. Thus, typically there is an aim to make the heat

exchanger as long as possible. However, there are many limitations for this, including the

space available at the site where it is going to be used and the need to ensure that there

are tubes available in lengths that are twice the required length (so that the tubes can be

withdrawn and replaced). Also, it has to be remembered that long, thin tubes are difficult

to take out and replace.
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 Tube pitch: when designing the tubes, it is practical to ensure that the tube pitch (i.e., the

centre-centre distance of adjoining tubes) is not less than 1.25 times the tubes' outside

diameter

 Tube corrugation: this type of tubes, mainly used for the inner tubes, increases the

turbulence of the fluids and the effect is very important in the heat transfer giving a better

performance.

2. Plate heat exchanger

Another type of heat exchanger is the plate heat exchanger. One is composed of multiple,

thin, slightly-separated plates that have very large surface areas and fluid flow passages

for heat transfer. This stacked-plate arrangement can be more effective, in a given space,

than the shell and tube heat exchanger. Advances in gasket and brazing technology have

made the plate-type heat exchanger increasingly practical. In HVAC applications, large

heat exchangers of this type are called plate-and-frame; when used in open loops, these

heat exchangers are normally of the gasketed type to allow periodic disassembly,

cleaning, and inspection. There are many types of permanently-bonded plate heat

exchangers, such as dip-brazed and vacuum-brazed plate varieties, and they are often

specified for closed-loop applications such as refrigeration. Plate heat exchangers also

differ in the types of plates that are used, and in the configurations of those plates. Some

plates may be stamped with "chevron" or other patterns, where others may have

machined fins and/or grooves.
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4. Regenerative heat exchanger

A third type of heat exchanger is the regenerative heat exchanger. In this, the heat (heat medium)

from a process is used to warm the fluids to be used in the process, and the same type of fluid is

used either side of the heat exchanger (these heat exchangers can be either plate-and-frame or

shell-and-tube construction). These exchangers are used only for gases and not for liquids. The

major factor for this is the heat capacity of the heat transfer matrix. Also see: Countercurrent

exchange, Regenerator, Economizer

5. Adiabatic wheel heat exchanger

A fourth type of heat exchanger uses an intermediate fluid or solid store to hold heat, which is

then moved to the other side of the heat exchanger to be released. Two examples of this are

adiabatic wheels, which consist of a large wheel with fine threads rotating through the hot and

cold fluids, and fluid heat exchangers. This type is used when it is acceptable for a small amount

of mixing to occur between the two streams. See also: Air preheater.

6. Plate Fin heat exchanger

This type heat exchanger uses "sandwiched" passages containing fins to increase the effectivity

of the unit. The designs include crossflow and counterflow coupled with various fin

configurations such as straight fins, offset fins and wavy fins.

7. Fluid heat exchangers

This is a heat exchanger with a gas passing upwards through a shower of fluid (often water), and

the fluid is then taken elsewhere before being cooled. This is commonly used for cooling gases

whilst also removing certain impurities, thus solving two problems at once. It is widely used in

espresso machines as an energy-saving method of cooling super-heated water to be used in the

extraction of espresso.
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8. Waste Heat Recovery Units

A Waste Heat Recovery Unit or WHRU is a heat exchanger that recovers heat from a hot gas

stream while transferring it to a working medium, typically water or oils. The hot gas stream can

be the exhaust gas from a gas turbine or a diesel engine or a waste gas from industry or refinery.

9. Dynamic scraped surface heat exchanger

Another type of heat exchanger is called "dynamic heat exchanger" or "scraped-surface heat

exchanger". This is mainly used for heating or cooling with high-viscosity products,

crystallization processes, evaporation and high-fouling applications. Long running times are

achieved due to the continuous scraping of the surface, thus avoiding fouling and achieving a

sustainable heat transfer rate during the process.

The formula used for this will be Q=A*U*LMTD, whereby Q= heat transfer rate.
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10. Phase-change heat exchanger

In addition to heating up or cooling down fluids in just a single phase, heat exchangers can be

used either to heat a liquid to evaporate (or boil) it or used as condensers to cool a vapor and

condense it to a liquid. In chemical plants and refineries, reboilers used to heat incoming feed for

distillation towers are often heat exchangers. Distillation set-ups typically use condensers to

condense distillate vapors back into liquid. Power plants which have steam-driven turbines

commonly use heat exchangers to boil water into steam. Heat exchangers or similar units for

producing steam from water are often called boilers or steam generators. In the nuclear power

plants called pressurized water reactors, special large heat exchangers which pass heat from the

primary (reactor plant) system to the secondary (steam plant) system, producing steam from

water in the process, are called steam generators. All fossil-fueled and nuclear power plants

using steam-driven turbines have surface condensers to convert the exhaust steam from the

turbines into condensate (water) for re-use. In order to conserve energy and cooling capacity in

chemical and other plants, regenerative heat exchangers can be used to transfer heat from one

stream that needs to be cooled to another stream that needs to be heated, such as distillate cooling

and reboiler feed pre-heating. This term can also refer to heat exchangers that contain a material

within their structure that has a change of phase. This is usually a solid to liquid phase due to the

small volume difference between these states. This change of phase effectively acts as a buffer

because it occurs at a constant temperature but still allows for the heat exchanger to accept

additional heat. One example where this has been investigated is for use in high power aircraft

electronics.
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11. Multi-phase heat exchangers

11.1 HVAC air coils

One of the widest uses of heat exchangers is for air conditioning of buildings and

vehicles. This class of heat exchangers is commonly called air coils, or just coils due to

their often-serpentine internal tubing. Liquid-to-air, or air-to-liquid HVAC coils are

typically of modified crossflow arrangement. In vehicles, heat coils are often called

heater cores. On the liquid side of these heat exchangers, the common fluids are water, a

water-glycol solution, steam, or a refrigerant. For heating coils, hot water and steam are

the most common, and this heated fluid is supplied by boilers, for example. For cooling

coils, chilled water and refrigerant are most common. Chilled water is supplied from a

chiller that is potentially located very far away, but refrigerant must come from a nearby

condensing unit. When a refrigerant is used, the cooling coil is the evaporator in the

vapor-compression refrigeration cycle. HVAC coils that use this direct-expansion of

refrigerants are commonly called DX coils. On the air side of HVAC coils a significant

difference exists between those used for heating, and those for cooling. Due to

psychrometrics, air that is cooled often has moisture condensing out of it, except with

extremely dry air flows. Heating some air increases that airflow's capacity to hold water.

So heating coils need not consider moisture condensation on their air-side, but cooling

coils must be adequately designed and selected to handle their particular latent (moisture)

as well as the sensible (cooling) loads. The water that is removed is called condensate.
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For many climates, water or steam HVAC coils can be exposed to freezing conditions.

Because water expands upon freezing, these somewhat expensive and difficult to replace

thin-walled heat exchangers can easily be damaged or destroyed by just one freeze. As

such, freeze protection of coils is a major concern of HVAC designers, installers, and

operators. The introduction of indentations (1/08/1934) placed within the heat exchange

fins controlled condensation, allowing water molecules to remain in the cooled air. This

invention allowed for refrigeration without icing of the cooling mechanism. Inventor

John C. Raisley Patent number 2,046,968 issued July 7th 1936 The heat exchangers in

direct-combustion furnaces, typical in many residences, are not 'coils'. They are, instead,

gas-to-air heat exchangers that are typically made of stamped steel sheet metal. The

combustion products pass on one side of these heat exchangers, and air to be conditioned

on the other. A cracked heat exchanger is therefore a dangerous situation requiring

immediate attention because combustion products are then likely to enter the building.

11.2 Spiral heat exchangers

A spiral heat exchanger (SHE), may refer to a helical (coiled) tube configuration, more

generally, the term refers to a pair of flat surfaces that are coiled to form the two channels

in a counter-flow arrangement. Each of the two channels has one long curved path. A pair

of fluid ports are connected tangentially to the outer arms of the spiral, and axial ports are

common, but optional. The main advantage of the SHE is its highly efficient use of space.

This attribute is often leveraged and partially reallocated to gain other improvements in

performance, according to well known tradeoffs in heat exchanger design. (A notable

tradeoff is capital cost vs operating cost.) A compact SHE may be used to have a smaller

footprint and thus lower all-around capital costs, or an over-sized SHE may be used to

have less pressure drop, less pumping energy, higher thermal efficiency, and lower

energy costs.
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11.3 Self cleaning

SHEs are often used in the heating of fluids which contain solids and thus have a

tendency to foul the inside of the heat exchanger. The low pressure drop gives the SHE

its ability to handle fouling more easily. The SHE uses a self cleaning mechanism,

whereby fouled surfaces cause a localized increase in fluid velocity, thus increasing the

drag (or fluid friction) on the fouled surface, thus helping to dislodge the blockage and

keep the heat exchanger clean. "The internal walls that make up the heat transfer surface

are often rather thick, which makes the SHE very robust, and able to last a long time in

demanding environments." They are also easily cleaned, opening out like an oven where

any build up of foulant can be removed by pressure washing.

12. A model of a simple heat exchanger

A simple heat exchanger might be thought of as two straight pipes with fluid flow, which are

thermally connected. Let the pipes be of equal length L, carrying fluids with heat capacity Ci

(energy per unit mass per unit change in temperature) and let the mass flow rate of the fluids

through the pipes be ji (mass per unit time), where the subscript i applies to pipe 1 or pipe 2.

The temperature profiles for the pipes are T1(x) and T2(x) where x is the distance along the pipe.

Assume a steady state, so that the temperature profiles are not functions of time. Assume also

that the only transfer of heat from a small volume of fluid in one pipe is to the fluid element in

the other pipe at the same position. There will be no transfer of heat along a pipe due to

temperature differences in that pipe. By Newton's law of cooling the rate of change in energy of

a small volume of fluid is proportional to the difference in temperatures between it and the

corresponding element in the other pipe:

where ui(x) is the thermal energy per unit length and γ is the thermal connection constant per

unit length between the two pipes. This change in internal energy results in a change in the

temperature of the fluid element. The time rate of change for the fluid element being carried

along by the flow is:
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where Ji = Ciji is the "thermal mass flow rate". The differential equations governing the heat

exchanger may now be written as:

Note that, since the system is in a steady state, there are no partial derivatives of temperature

with respect to time, and since there is no heat transfer along the pipe, there are no second

derivatives in x as is found in the heat equation. These two coupled first-order differential

equations may be solved to yield:

where k1 = γ / J1, k2 = γ / J2, k = k1 + k2 and A and B are two as yet undetermined constants of

integration. Let T10 and T20 be the temperatures at x=0 and let T1L and T2L be the

temperatures at the end of the pipe at x=L. Define the average temperatures in each pipe as:

Using the solutions above, these temperatures are:

Choosing any two of the above temperatures will allow the constants of integration to be

eliminated, and that will allow the other four temperatures to be found. The total energy

transferred is found by integrating the expressions for the time rate of change of internal energy

per unit length:
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By the conservation of energy, the sum of the two energies is zero. The quantity is

known as the log mean temperature difference and is a measure of the effectiveness of the heat

exchanger in transferring heat energy.
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